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Overview

1. About the ECO
2. What is “Soil Health”?
3. Principles and Practices
4. What Healthy Soils Can Do for Us: Two Case Studies
5. Realizing the Promise of Soil Health
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL COMMISSIONER OF 
ONTARIO
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Who is the ECO?
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• Impartial and independent
• Guardian of the Environmental Bill 

of Rights
• Watchdog on:

– Energy conservation
– Greenhouse gas emissions 

(climate)
– Environmental protection

• Commissioner: Dr. Dianne Saxe



Our Website

•
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CLIMATE ENVIRONMENT

Our Reports
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EBR Toolbox

• Environmental Registry

• Applications for Review 
and Investigation

• Appealing Instruments

• Legal Rights
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Environmental Registry

• Public right to: 

– Prior notice and information 

– comment

– have comments considered

– know final decision

• For some decisions:

– seek leave to appeal to ERT
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Our Alert Service
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WHAT IS “SOIL HEALTH”?
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Soils = Living Ecosystems

• One handful of garden 
soil: more living 
organisms than there 
are people on the planet

• This web of soil 
organisms – predators 
and prey – are 
responsible for 90% of 
the soil functions that 
make above-ground life 
possible
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Bacteria swarm root tip (rhyzosphere)
Credit: Soil and Water Conservation 
Society



The World Beneath Our Feet
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Vital Soil Functions

• Fertility
• Resilience (physical threats)

– Water regulation (droughts, flooding, erosion, sedimentation)
– Temperature regulation
– Extreme event protection

• Plant Health (biological threats)
– Disease suppression
– Pest control

• Climate regulation
• Biodiversity maintenance & enhancement
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Natural Fertility

Plant nutrition – a review 
• What used to be the full story:

– Weathering & decomposition
– Mass flow
– Diffusion

• What were we missing in this story?
• The extensive role of microbes in:

– making all kinds of nutrients plant-
available

– the original carbon trading scheme
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VAM: Vesicular 
arbuscular 
mycorrhizae



The Original Carbon Trading 
Scheme

Two basic systems:

1. Plant root exudates Up to 
44% of photosynthate exuded 
into rhyzosphere

2. Mycorrhizal fungi
Two-way delivery system –
nutrients traded for C 
compounds
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Resilience
• Key concepts:

– Infiltration rates
– Water-holding capacity

• Good rainfall infiltration rates:
– Reduced run-off, flooding
– Therefore: less erosion, nutrient loss/pollution, 

sedimentation, etc.
• Good water-holding capacity:

– Drought resistance
– Higher productivity
– Other soil functions remain active

• These benefits a result of good soil structure
• Good soil structure is created by the soil food web
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Microbes: Soil Structural Engineers

• Bacteria, earthworms 
secrete organic glues, 
bind particles of clay, 
silt, sand into tiny 
aggregates

• Fungal hyphae 
(filaments) bind these 
into larger soil 
aggregates

• Well-aggregated soils are 
ideal environment for 
both microbes and plant 
roots 17

Soil organisms within a soil aggregate
Credit: Soil and Water Conservation 
Society



Plant Health
• Individual plant health 

dependent on the soil 
food web
– Adequate 

micronutrients
– Microbial defense 

mechanisms
– Communications

• Much still to learn in 
this area
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Yuan Yuan Song et al. 2010. “Interplant 
Communication of Tomato Plants through 
Underground Common Micorrhizal Networks”. 
PLOS. 



Climate Regulation

• Used to be thought that soil 
carbon came solely from 
organic residues

• Therefore, to sequester carbon 
in soils -- leave residues, add 
manure, compost

• Now understood that most of 
the C sequestered comes 
through plant roots (original C 
trading system)
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How do soils sequester carbon?



How Fast Can Soils Sequester 
Carbon?

• IPCC estimates: 1.1 to 1.8 
tonnes of CO2e per year

• 2007 study for central 
Canada: 0.36 to 1.1 
tCO2e/yr

• ECO report – Ontario 
farmer: 4.75 tCO2e/yr

• Similar (or higher) figures in 
anecdotal literature

• Why the difference?
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US EPA has stated that the average car 
generates 4.7 tCO2e/yr. Even at lowest 
IPCC estimate, a 500 ha farm would 
offsetting the GHG emissions of 117 
cars annually. The 4.75 rate would 
offset the GHGs of 505 cars annually. 



Why the Difference?
• Soil carbon sequestration models 

based on degradation rates of 
organic materials under given 
conditions – assume only source of C 
is residues

• Models do NOT take into account 
plant root exudates, nor the ability of 
the soil food web to “hide” C in soil 
aggregates

• The ECO cannot yet state this as fact; 
however, these models MAY be 
greatly under-estimating the 
potential of soils to sequester carbon

• We need research to determine if 
this is true 21



Healthy Soils = Fundamental Green 
Infrastructure

Healthy soils -- key to:
– Climate change

• GHG emissions
• Adaptation/resilience 

– Pesticide use (& effects)
– Soil erosion and 

sedimentation
– Water quality (e.g., Lake Erie)
– Biodiversity (incl. pollinators)

• Not just an issue for 
agriculture
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Soil Health Issues Beyond 
Agriculture

• Municipally managed 
soils
– Sports fields
– Roadsides
– Parks

• Private lands
– Golf courses
– Commercial green 

spaces
– Residential lawns & 

gardens

Multiple Benefits:
– Reduced use of 

synthetic fertilizers, 
pesticides – less 
pollution

– Reduced water 
requirements

– Reduced storm water 
impacts & costs

– Reduced flooding
– Increased C 

sequestration
23
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Principles

• Keep the soil covered
• Maximize diversity
• Minimize soil disturbance
• Keep live roots in the ground
• Use organic inputs
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Principle: Keep the Ground Covered

How?
• Crop residues
• Cover crops
• Mulch (gardens)

Why?
• Maintain good 

conditions for SFW:
– Moisture
– Temperature
– Feed the microbes!

• Prevent erosion
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Photo credit: University of Wisconsin 
Extension



Principle: Maximize Diversity
How?
• Crop rotations
• Multi-species cover crops
Why?
• Different plants have different 

root exudates, leading to greater 
biodiversity in SFW & greater 
range of soil functions

• Different root lengths improve 
soil at all depths

• Disrupts pest cycles
• Above-ground biodiversity 

increased leading to better 
natural pest management, 
pollination services, etc.
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Dr. Dwayne Beck, Dakota Lakes 
Research Farm



Principle: Minimize Soil 
Disturbance

How?
• Reduce or eliminate 

tillage
Why?
• Disrupts SFW, 

particularly fungi
• Changes F:B ratio
• Damages soil structure 

by breaking up soil 
aggregates
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Algae bloom in Lake St. Clair, July 28, 2015.

Photo Credit: Landsat imagery courtesy of NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Centre and U.S. Geological Survey

Algae bloom in Lake St. Clair, July 28, 2015.

Photo Credit: Landsat imagery courtesy of NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Centre and U.S. Geological Survey



Principle: Keep Live Roots in the 
Ground

How?
• Crops and cover crops, 

year round
Why?
• Feed the SFW
• Optimize 

photosynthesis
• Support survival of 

mycorrhizal fungi
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Source: Soil and Water Conservation Society 
(SWCS). 2000. Soil Biology Primer. Rev. Ed. 
Ankany, IA: Soil and Water Conservation Society



Principle: Use Organic Inputs

• Use manure, compost
• Compost has several 

advantages
• Synthetic inputs can 

“throw sand in the gears”
if over-used or improperly 
used

• Use 4Rs approach to 
synthetic fertilizer 
application
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WHAT HEALTHY SOILS CAN DO FOR US: 
TWO CASE STUDIES
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Gabe Brown

• 5,400 acre ranch/farm 
in North Dakota (2000 
acres cropland)

• Stopped tilling in in 
1993

• Now uses multi-species 
cover crops, integrates 
his grazing animals on 
farmland

• SOM has gone from 2% 
to 6%
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Gabe Brown (2)

• Land can now absorb 8 inches 
of rain per hour (almost never 
reached in his area)

• Neighbours lands flood, his don’t 
even puddle

• Water-holding capacity (20 
inches) now exceeds average 
annual rainfall
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Gabe Brown (3)

• Yields exceed county 
average by 25%

• Uses no fertilizer, no 
pesticides except for one 
herbicide pass every 
couple of years

• Per-acre costs lower than 
average, very profitable

• Claims his system is more 
efficient at food production 
than any other, and at less 
cost
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Mike Belan
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• Farm near Inwood, 
Ontario, that grows corn, 
soybean, wheat

• Started no-till in 1991
• Experienced “yield drag”, 

but persevered
• Now, yield above 

average but operating 
costs are much less



Mike Belan (2)

•Now also using cover 
crops
•Experimenting with a 14-
way mix in test plot
•Have introduced grid 
sampling to be able to 
apply inputs more 
accurately
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Mike Belan (3)
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• SOM up from 2% to 
about 5% over 25 
years

• This represents the 
equivalent of taking 
400 cars off the road 
each year  -- from one 
farm

• 13,000 tonnes of CO2e 
over the past 25 years

X 400, each year



REALIZING THE PROMISE OF SOIL HEALTH
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Other Jurisdictions -- USA

United States -- Natural 
Resources Conservation Service
•Branch of the USDA
•Created after Dust Bowl
•A prominent leader in soil health 
movement
•Very successful – entire branch 
dedicated to soil health
•Excellent website 
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Other Jurisdictions - France

• Launched as part of 
COP 21 in Paris

• Aspirational target of 
0.4 per cent 
increase in existing C 
stocks

• Many jurisdictions 
have signed, not 
Canada or Ontario

• Would offset the 
present increase in 
atmospheric CO2
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Barriers to Progress

• More complex system
• Culture change
• At the beginning, 

increased uncertainty
• Crop insurance issues
• Measurement issues
• Commercial 

disruption
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Important Role for Government

Take the lead in following 
areas:
•Address doubts, get wide buy-
in (champions)
•Help farmers manage 
transition risks
•Resolve technical issues
•Manage “disruptive 
innovation” aspects
•Promote concept of “level 
playing field”
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Ontario’s Soil Health and Conservation 
Strategy

• OMAFRA has a draft 
strategy document on 
Environmental Registry –
012-8468

• Deadline for comments is 
November 27, 2016

• Soil health approach 
represents an important 
new direction for 
agriculture – and for 
pollinators

• Cover crops create 
pollinator habitat; also, 
less pesticide use

ECO just released a report on 
soil health –

Putting Soil Health 
First: 

A Climate-Smart Idea 
for Ontario 
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Carbon Offsets

• Offsets for C 
sequestration fraught 
with pitfalls

• One possible direction 
might be offsets for 
reduction in fertilizer 
application

• Could help farmers take 
risky step of reducing 
fertilizer as natural 
fertility increases
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ECO Recommendations

1. Ontario should join the 4/1000 Initiative and 
encourage the various appropriate civil society 
organizations to sign on as well

2. The OMAFRA should:
a) Coordinate the development of a protocol for reliably 

estimating soil carbon levsl in Ontario; and,
b) Implement a program for estimating soil carbon levels 

every three years and making data public.
3. Link crop insurance to soil health
4. Provide financial support to farmers for up to 10 

years as a way to mitigate losses due to transition 
issues
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Thank you!

• New and improved website: eco.on.ca
• Pick up a copy of “Putting Soil Health First” at our 

display booth
• Contact us at commissioner@eco.on.ca
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